**THIS WEEK AT THE CENTER FOR ETHICS***

Friday, July 25, 2008

- Dr. Stoll and Dr. Beller traveled to Montana State to do a workshop with football team, July 23 and 24. Montana State is the first Big Sky Team to become a part of the WWC family. The President Geoffrey Gamble of Montana State greeted them at the workshop. The curriculum from Center for ETHICS* and the workshop through Winning with Character were part of the reduction of an NCAA APR rating by 1.5 years. Montana State had numerous NCAA violations two years ago. New head coach, Rob Ash and the President Geoffrey Gamble's incisive decision to do an intervention has improved the climate of the Montana State football program. All the football coaches attended the six hour workshop and the curriculum and assessment will begin after two a days in August. Montana State learned about WWC and the Center through Bo Beck, their defensive line coach, who was a part of the WWC curriculum for the football team at Iowa State in 2006.

- **Coming events:**
  - Dr. Stoll will be traveling to Nolan High School, in Fort Worth, TX for a workshop on July 30 – 31.
  - Dr. Stoll is quoted in a forthcoming October, 2008, article of ChemMatters about the fairness of new athletic technology which improves performance. [http://www.acs.org/chemmatters](http://www.acs.org/chemmatters).